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Abstract:

We will discuss the statistical solutions to estimating biases for rate of, and prognostic effects on, progression to cirrhosis for Hepatitis C (HCV)-infected individuals when analysis is restricted to Hepatitis C-infected patients referred to liver clinic. Referral to liver clinics is increasingly likely the closer the patient is to development of cirrhosis. Thus liver clinic studies will surely over-estimate the progression rate. We have designed stimulation experiments to illustrate the sort of referral bias patterns and have investigated the effect of referral bias on regression coefficients in both the accelerate (AL) failure time model and the proportional hazard (PH) model. As we anticipated, prognostic effects on HCV progression will be under-estimated. This simulation design was informed by preliminary analyses of two liver clinic HCV cohorts from Edinburgh and Cambridge, UK. We also used the stimulated clinic cohort data to investigate the performances of the proposed debiassing methods: left truncation; incorporation of frailty; and finally, reweighting, which reweights the likelihood by the inverse of probability that a subject in population would be selected to clinic.
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